
Ask some of the largest names in global industry, and they’ll tell you John Zink®.  For more than
70 years, Zink® has developed proven combustion solutions that are as environmentally focused
as they are economically driven.  Now, we’ve set a whole new standard in clean combustion with
intelligent fired equipment, breakthrough technologies and practical innovation.  But that’s just
part of the story.

Today, John Zink Company is all about creating long-term value by helping our customers optimize
every inch of their combustion systems.   

Remarkably clean, remarkably efficient. Remarkable value.   

John Zink. Now, that’s smart thinking.   

THE CHALLENGE:
Chevron-Richmond’s California Refinery needed to reduce NOx emissions in their crude unit as part of a sweeping NOx reduction
project.  The affected equipment in this unit included an atmospheric heater and a vacuum heater.  To avoid considerable, ongoing
expenses associated with a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system – heater emissions could not exceed 20 ppm NOx.

THE APPLICATION:
Each heater is a multi-cell cabin configuration.  The vacuum heater is designed for a fired duty of 320 MMBtu/hr, and the atmospheric
heater is designed for a maximum duty of 768 MMBtu/hr.  Each cell has 32 flat flame burners fueled with refinery fuel gas that fire
horizontally across the furnace floor.  Minimizing operational downtime for the heater modifications was a primary concern to the
refinery, as online performance of the crude unit is at the heart of its production capability.

THE ZINK SOLUTION:
John Zink Company worked closely with both Chevron-Richmond and a process engineering company to fully explore the
nuances of the refinery’s challenging application.  Zink’s initial action was to design, build and test a prototype burner at its
International Research and Development Test Center in Tulsa, Okla.  Later, two burner prototypes were installed at the Chevron-
Richmond site to undergo field verification tests.
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We’re engineering value for global industry.

Today, John Zink Company has replaced the prototype burners at the Chevron Refinery with LeanPreMix-305F burners featuring
COOLmix ™ technology.  Zink’s LeanPreMix series of burners are designed to achieve ultra-low NOx performance using a
combination of proprietary “flameless staged fuel” methods and a sequenced ultra-lean premix process.  The lifted lean premix
primary flame realizes enhanced performance with the primary fuel, and the unique fuel staging method ensures that the fuel
mixes with sufficient furnace gases to minimize secondary NOx generation.  The LPM-305F burners in each heater are designed
for an ultimate liberation of 5 to 6 MMBtu/hr fired with fuel gas blends, with as much as 65% hydrogen.  Net heating value of the
refinery gas fuels range from 800 Btu/scf to 1,400 Btu/scf.

ZINK RESULTS:
•  The LPM-305F burners featuring COOLmix technology performed at design conditions while reducing NOx 

emissions 85% - 95%.

•  Installation utilized the existing burner tiles and required no heater modifications.

•  Installation required zero crude unit downtime, installed “on the run.”

•  Quieter operation.

•  Eliminated need for SCR, saving customer $10 million in capital costs and $2 million/year in operating costs.
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COOLmix™
technology uniquely combines lean premix

and fuel staging techniques to significantly widen the overall stable 

range of burner operation. A second portion of air is mixed with furnace

gases prior to entering the flame zone, resulting in the entrainment 

of large quantities of inert furnace gases, improving radiant heat flux and

reducing peak flame temperatures.

•  Ultra low-NOx

•  Minimal heater modifications

•  Fits existing tile configurations

•  Improved radiant heat flux

•  Widens the overall stable
operating range of the burner

•  Retrofit

• Apply to the LPM-200W, LPM-
300WC, LPM-300F and LPM-
300R burners 
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